An energy 'sources' and 'fractions' approach to the mechanical energy expenditure problem--V. The mechanical energy expenditure reduction during motion of the multi-link system.
Mechanical energy economy during motion of the multi-link system is analyzed on the basis of the theory developed in the previous publications (parts I-IV of this series, J. Biomechanics 19, 287-309). The compensation coefficients for the F- and M-sources and also the absolute compensation coefficient reflecting the mechanical energy economy due to four possible resources are introduced. These resources are the antiphase fluctuations of (I) each link's total energy fractions involving energy transformations between (1) rotational and translational fractions by F-sources, (2) kinetic and potential fractions by mg-source; (II) the links' total energies involving energy transfers between (3) links by F-sources, (4) links by M-sources. The conditions of mechanical energy economy, particularly due to M-sources, are analyzed.